
Our pharmaceutical partner in Ohio is  focused on

providing treatments against serious infections. Our

partner is working on the front lines to help create a

COVID-19 vaccine. CCS is working to ensure that the

Classified Controlled areas are cleaned and

microcosm free within FDA compliance.

Our fantastic crew went through intensive regulation

and SOP training to bring this facility back on line. Our

exceptional team members understand the role CCS

plays in helping save lives.
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Through the tireless work of our VP of Operations Yogi Kale, Operations Manager

Darwin Castaneda, Operations Manager Lamar Robinson, and the rest of their on-site

team, CCS has exceeded expectations and our employees have truly become a daily

resource for our partner. The team has easily adjusted to the changes that come their

way and according to their Sr. Engineering Manager, it has been the smoothest

transition he has been through with a highly specialized cleaning company.

CCS is working with our new partner, a biopharmaceutical

company located in Seattle, WA, to ensure a seamless

transition. The CCS team is taking over their janitorial

services for their labs and will provide top-notch cleaning

to keep their employees safe and healthy. We are excited

to announce that we have officially passed the 30-day

mark in the Start Right, Say Right transitional program!

We received amazing feedback from our electric

manufacturing partner in Nevada. They went out of

their way to email us about the absolutely wonderful

job Eddie Minera and his team continues to do.
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We're excited to continue

to build our partnership

with the client.Mike Mendoza
VP, National Accounts

mmendoza@cleanroomcleaning.com

I have been meaning to

reach out and give your

staff the positive feedback

they deserve. I would like

to thank them for all their

hard work, especially

during this pandemic."

"I just want to say what a great job your

staff is doing. They work so hard and are

all so pleasant! Too often people are quick

to speak up when something is wrong

and don't hesitate to email or call in

complaints. 



EMPLOYEE SPOTLIGHT - SAMANTHA KORNRUMPF

This will help promote an awesome culture at CCS and bring us closer together as a team! For September, I

selected Samantha Kornrumpf due to her incredible work ethic and unyielding commitment to CCS. She ensures

things are done correctly and puts our client's satisfaction above all else. Our team members appreciate her always

going above and beyond and her great leadership.

We started an Employee of the Month program at one of

our manufacturing partner's site in Delaware. Each

month, I will pick an employee and we'll celebrate their

hard work and dedication to the team. Each employee

will also write a comment about the awardee and we will

present it to them with a nice picture frame and poster. 

By Kim Wingrove, Operations Manager:

Due to the changing realities of today's work environment, ensuring employees and partners are kept up to date with the

latest information is more important than ever before. CCS is releasing monthly briefs, "CCS Connect", to our partners to

ensure they know how CCS is handling highly specialized situations with our process and what our plans are to ensure

proper execution of services. If you would like to stay connected with CCS and our updates, please visit our website for more

information! You can also subscribe for CCS emails. Thank you for being a valued partner of CCS.
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CCS CONNECT

CCS CULTURE - MONTH OF FOOD

The best way to bring a team closer is through food so all September long, CCS employees have gathered

together in celebrating our National Food month around the nation. We are thrilled with the participation and

the wonderful experiences we've created together. We recognize how amazing our team is and will continue to

show them our appreciation. 

At our pharmaceutical

partner's site, our team

members shared delicious

pizza for National Cheese

Pizza Day. They were

really happy to have a nice

treat in the middle of their

shift to help break up a

long Saturday shift.

Our Dallas Corporate

office did a Guac-Off for

National Guacamole Day.

The winning team - Brian

Dignan, Brandy Odum,

and Falon Steed - made

a spicy guacamole the

judges loved!

One of our Mid-Atlantic

teams in Delaware

celebrated National

Wiener Schnitzel Day.

They had hot dogs and

nachos for lunch and

even dressed up a little

to have fun with their

celebration!

At our

biopharmaceutical

partner's site, our team

merged all of the food

holidays to do one

gigantic feast. They had

a nice lunch together

eating spaghetti, tacos,

and sandwiches. 
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